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Product Description
This product is made from high quality materials and represents the new generation of environmentally and skin care friendly diapers. The diaper is 
equipped with extra soft materials, in order to maximize the child´s experience. The diaper is FSC and Nordic Swan labelled. Above that, it is derma-
tologically tested. Bambo Nature - The best for your baby and the best for the nature.  

Specifications

Base name Childrens diaper, open diaper

Brand Bambo Nature

Size XL 6

Color White

Features With print

Length/depth 550 mm

Width 240 mm

User weight 16-30 kg

Weight, net 39 g

Tolerance +/- 10%

Certifications FSC Mix Pulp, Nordic Swan Ecolabel

CE Class (Medical Devices) Class I

Product or test standards ISO 9001, ISO 14001

Directives, regulations and acts 93/42/EEC

Safety Instructions and Warnings Keep out of reach of children.

Because of the products composition it has an 
expiry date from the production date on:

5 years

Storage Instructions Store dry, room temperature and no direct sunlight.

Product Disposal Instructions Dispose with household waste.

Packaging Disposal Instructions Can be recycled or incinerated.

Instructions for use/application
1. Clean the diaper area. 2. Place the diaper under the baby´s body and adjust the diaper below the navel. 3. Pull the velcro tapes properly and adjust 
in a symmetrical position. 4. Readjust if needed, to ensure a comfortable fit.
   

Bambo Nature, XL 6, 16-30 kg
 Top quality performance
 Super soft materials
 Gentle to skin and nature
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Packaging data

Unit Contains Length Width Height EAN

cll 132 pcs 36.6 cm 24.6 cm 48.2 cm 5703538109478

pck 22 pcs 22.5 cm 11 cm 24 cm 5703538109461

Nordic Swan Ecolabel is an official Scandinavian environmental label. Products with the Nordic Swan Ecolabel meet stringent 
environmental requirements with regard to raw material, production, use, documentation, and safety.  

FSC™ (Forest Stewardship Council) is an international non-governmental organization dedicated to the promotion of responsible 
forest management worldwide. FSC™-certified products are made from raw materials from well-managed forests and responsible 
sources. The label’s traceability and integrity are upheld through stringent control measures, and by choosing FSC™-certified 
products, you help take care of forests and the people and wildlife that call them home. For more information, go to www.fsc.org. 

The Dermatologically Tested 
symbol guarantees that 
products have been tested for 
potential skin irritations by 
an independent third-party 
laboratory. 

The product is equipped with 
flexible tape for comfort and 
leakage security.

The product is fully 
breathable making it more 
comfortable for a longer 
period of time, maintaining 
skin integrity.

Unique Top-Dry system that 
provides a rapid absorption 
and a dry surface even after 
repeated urination.

The product has a very 
soft surface for a more 
comfortable fit. 

The product is thin and has a 
perfect fit.
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